1997 f350 mirrors

The marks of a well-designed auto include solid construction in addition to cutting-edge
security technology, which are built into each car and truck of the Ford line of products. When
you buy a new automobile, you are buying features that are only as good as their parts. In the
majority of cases the vehicle's interior features are designed to improve a driver's convenience.
It's always a good practice to monitor your mirror ahead of changing lanes, merging, or turning.
The Ford F Mirror is an important safety device which equips the car's driver to keep track of
vehicles in the rear. A vehicle's Mirror helps the motorist to see cars to the rear of them without
turning their bodies away from the present bearing of the lane, which lessens the frequency of
vehicle accidents and aids in driving in reverse. There are several Mirrors; these have to be
changed at such time as they become cracked or marred. There is a need for clear Mirrors on
any auto so that the motorist can see behind the car plainly and assess distances accordingly.
They are available for the following Ford F years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92,
91, 90, 89, 88, 87, 86, 85, 84, 83, 82, 81, 80, 79, 76, 74, We will see how satisfied I am when the
part s do come in. I have been searching all afternoon for a reliable and well priced company
that offers online sales for cr parts and accessories. This site has it all, very pleased to have
found partsgeek. Parts Geek is the only website that I could find that carried the wedge shaped
mirror that I needed with brackets at a reasonable price. Hopefully when I receive them I will be
equally satisfied with the product. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return
a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA
number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We
scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence!
Click to Enlarge. Action Crash FO Mirror. Position of Product: Right - Passenger Side. Quality:
Premium - High quality new replacement part. CIPA Mirror. Mirror Operation Manual. Mirror
Dimensions Bracket spacing from center hole to center hole is approximately 9. Features:
Features and Benefits Set. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Dorman Mirror. Blind Spot
Mirror Included No. Features: Reverse engineered to look, fit and function exactly like the
original door mirror Includes same mirror glass, housing, bracket and technology as the
original part that came on the vehicle No special tools or equipment is necessary for installing
this new part. Product Color Textured Black. Read more reviews. Shipping Options: Ground
Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Ford F Catalog: F. Vehicle Ford F Catalog: Q.
Catalog: B. Catalog: T. Catalog: K. Exact fit - To obtain proper fit and function confirm your
vehicle has the exact mirror options listed. This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty.
In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will
replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Shipping is not
available to Canada. Final shipping costs are available at checkout. This item may be
interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This information is
provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical
to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your
vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your
Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when
ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing
you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product
standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Mirror Side View. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model.
Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Mirror - Side View. Add to Cart.
Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery
options in checkout. Brand : MRA Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty
This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Ford.
Product Reviews. Good for the money but disappointing rear view. Mirror fits my F Custom very
well. The bracket is very heavy duty. I had to bend it slightly in place to get the bottom bracket
to align, but this is to be expected. It bent very easily - more of a tweak actually. With all of this I
would give this product a 5. However, the mirror itself is not glass and maybe these days it
cannot be. Yet, it is not even the best quality "plastic" and does not give a very true reflection. It
is not a bad view but not a great view. I bought the set and since my driver's side mirror is in
good shape, I will not be using the second mirror but will keep it as a spare. Now that I have the
old mirror housing replaced I may find a place that will replace the glass. Would I re. Not worth
the money.. I have an 97 F old body style i put these mirrors on. On a plus side the shipping was
fast and very well packaged! My parts came very fast a perfect match very pleased with the
quality will be ordering again and again from 1a auto parts great company to deal with. Not bad
didn't like the screws that came with the hardware. Side Mirrors. Great replacement. Easy to

install and look like original. Good Mirrors. I broke a mirror at the carwash so I ordered a set of
these. Very pleased with the chrome finish. The mounting bolts don't match the factory ones so
I used the old ones. Overall, a very good value. Ford Mirrors. They were a direct fit and a perfect
replacement for the stock mirrors that were on it. Thank you for your prompt service and careful
packing to ensure that they arrived intact. Really look good. They are fairly easy to install and
really look good when I got through. Mirrors for my 96 F I like the looks of the mirrors in the
truck verses the factory but they will NOT stay in place going down the road. I have tightened
the 3 screws on the bottom to hope and tighten it up but it will not work. If the mirrors would
stay in place I would be happy with them but not as of now. Excellent service as well as a great
product. Received my order in record time and it is as quoted. Great product and fast service.
Easy ordering makes me a satisfied customer. Driver side great; passenger not so much. The
install was easy but had to make extra holes which I was not expecting. After the install the
driver side is great but the passenger side is the wrong mirror glass. Great product. Crazy bill. I
most definitely would recommend these mirrors to anyone looking for a quality replacement
mirror. The stainless steel finish is awesome and the price was almost as much as the local
parts store single price and with 1a I got the pair! Getting the job done, but a little disappointed
The mirrors mounted up fine with the existing holes. I couldn't use the hardware that came with
it, ended up getting some stainless steel screws to mount properly. It's nice to have the
passenger side mirror hold the position at highway speeds. The disappointment come with
some of the build quality. It wasn't a week and it rained pretty much that whole week before rust
spots started to appear on the bolt for the lower pivot point. It's not a lot rust, but enough to
notice. Ford Truck Exterior Mirrors. Best quality and price for this stainless steel mirror set.
Great Fit - Perfect. These were exactly what we needed to replace the old ones! It must be at
least 50 characters long. Consider whether you would recommend this product and what you
like or dislike about it. Bought these for my fiance's truck. Not as heavy as factory. But they
don't move like others stated in reviews. Didn't use brackets. Just used mirrors She's happy
with them And I'm happy with price. I would recommend them. Mirror Pair. Brackets fit perfectly,
but the mirrors make your view a little strange compared to OEM. I just reused my OE mirror
heads over again. Worked greatWrite. Great mirrors. Very easy to install. Ford mirror set. I
would definitely recommend these mirrors as a replacement to factory easy to install and looks
great. Ford swing lock mirrors. I bought these mirrors because of the excellent description of
the dimensions. Otherwise, I would not have thought they would fit. Everything fit well. Brackets
were mounted upside down and not usable. When I received the F mirrors I didn't realize that
the brackets were mounted upside down and not usable because they are riveted upside down.
I ended up taking off the mirrors and putting them on my old brackets. Was not happy with the
purchase. Met expectations. Mirrors came as expected. I have used A 1 auto on several
occasions and have been very please with the results. All orders are filled correctly and returns
and exchanges are done efficiently. F Bronco Mirrors. Quality is decent. Best warranty I can
find. I put these on my 78 international Scout. Would buy again. Not good. They slowly fall out
of place while driving JUNK! Good mirror. Good for the price. Had to bend a little to get the
mirrors to line up w my bronco. Great set. Old passenger side mirror looked down at the ground
really tough for backing up or even passing now I can set both mirrirs and they stay put. I
ordered these mirrors because my old ones would not stay in place l. I was always having to
adjust them. I like the way these look.. I will be lookong for another brand. Good I love it. Mirrors
came fast but they move around to easy. Arrived in a timely fashion exactly as advertised.
Mirrors would constantly move while driving. These mirrors were purchased for my Ford F
install was very easy and the built of the product felt and looked great but when it came down to
driving with these down the highway they would constanly move and became a safety hazard. I
do not recommend anyone to buy these due the safety issue and I will be sending back to get
my money back. Not guaranteed fit! If you have a F the upper mount on the mirror is facing
down and within the bracket of the mirror; these have the upper mount facing upward and on
the outside of the mirror bracket. As a result the mounting holes on the mirror and vehicle do
not line up. I ended up using my old brackets and the heads off of these to replace my mirrors.
Not sure if this is s thing with just the s but be sure to check your truck first. Perfect Fit. My
order was processed extremely quickly, and received in only a few days. The part fit perfectly.
The product I received was packaged extremely well and handled with care. The order came in
very quickly and was exactly what was described. I am very happy with the product and highly
recommend this store for future items. Excellent looking. These guys were great at getting my
order out for delivery and the got here fast and in great condition. How do I tighten the mirrors?
They are too loose and when I adjust them they move. Betty W. Alex P. This part is specific to
vehicles with a particular set of options. We will need more information about your vehicle to
confirm the fit. The information we will need in order to assist you is: VIN. Ricale A. Can the

mirrors be replaced from the outside without removing in side panel? Gary J. We're constantly
adding new installation video instructions. Christa R. Yes, but I've never been able to tighten the
bolt holding the mirror to the arm enough to prevent the mirror from flopping downward when
driving. Carl S. No, I had to remove the door panels. Alex B. But you can remove the mirrors
from the arms and just replace the mirrors. I would have answered sooner but I was in the
hospital. John E. Are these mirrors constructed fully of stainless steel? Dino D. Only mirror
housings are stainless steel, the brackets and mounting arms are normal chrome finish. Tim K.
Christian O. Thank you for your inquiry! These mirrors will not be completely stainless steel but
they will be a metal material with a stainless steel finish. They will not be plastic. Please let us
know if you have any further questions, thank you! Jessica D. Will these work on it or does
anyone know of a similar style for that year? Mike A. Currently, we do not carry this part for
your vehicle. We're always updating our inventory so please check back soon! Emma F. Call
Now Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support
Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here
to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year,
make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy.
Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding,
select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Mirror - Side
View. Skip to main content. Include description. Exterior Mirrors for Ford F Exterior Selected
category Mirrors. Placement on Vehicle. Right , Items , Left , Items , Front , Items , Rear 5, Items
5, Upper 4, Items 4, Lower 2, Items 2, Not Specified , Items , BMW 20, Items 20, Chevrolet 31,
Items 31, Dodge 18, Items 18, Dorman 68, Items 68, Ford 38, Items 38, OEM 13, Items 13, Toyota
24, Items 24, Unbranded 52, Items 52, Mirror Adjustment Method. Power , Items , Manual 68,
Items 68, Black , Items , Blue 12, Items 12, Gray 10, Items 10, Red 6, Items 6, Silver 15, Items 15,
Smoke Items White 15, Items 15, Brand Type. Genuine OEM , Items , Aftermarket Branded ,
Items , Unbranded 59, Items 59, Private Label 23, Items 23, Fold Away. Manual Fold 56, Items 56,
Non-Fold 10, Items 10, Power Fold 24, Items 24, Automatic Dimming 7, Items 7, Extendable 4,
Items 4, Heated , Items , No Warranty 16, Items 16, Unspecified Length 88, Items 88, Lifetime 46,
Items 46, Fitment Type. Direct Replacement , Items , New , Items , New other see details 26,
Items 26, Remanufactured Items Used , Items , For parts or not working 1, Items 1, Not Specified
23 Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings , Accepts Offers ,
Auction 1, Buy It Now , Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free
International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. See search results that fit your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell us
about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Almost gone. Last one. Shipping
not specified. Free returns. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new
window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. For more
information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Ford F Mirror. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Mirror part. Returns Policy.
Recommended Use. Glass Operation. Folding Type. Towing Mirror. Built-In Signal Light. Puddle
Light Included. Memory Recall. Blind Spot Detection. Product Fit. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford F
Mirror. Showing 1 - 15 of 32 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: FD25L. Vehicle Info
Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: FD25R. Part Number: FD11L.
Part Number: FD11R. Part Number: FD26L. Part Number: FD26R. Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of
32 results. Ford F Mirror Customer Reviews. Feb 16, Looks like OEM. The mirror looks good,
very close to OEM. Mounting holes may have been off slightly, but the truck is a tornado
survivor and the door may have been 'off'. Good value. Richard Chisholm. Purchased on Feb 05,
Feb 08, Trouble Free Transaction. Perfect fit. No problems. Donald Tabor. Purchased on Dec 22,
Feb 07, Arrived quickly and just as described! Carly burkardt. Purchased on Jan 30, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. For more information go to Kool Vue Mirrors are your most affordable OE
replacement mirrors and they are manufactured from the highest quality, corrosion-resistant
materials to withstand all types of weather. Kool Vue specializes in producing mirrors for all
vehicle makes and models; Our mirrors go through rigorous We've Made a Site Update. Refresh
to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Mirror part. Returns Policy. Glass
Operation. Folding Type. Towing Mirror. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford F Mirror. Showing 1 - 15 of 23
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results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: FD25L. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Part Number: FD25R. Part Number: FD26L. Part Number: FD26R. Part Number: RB Page 1
of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 23 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Since Feb 16,
Looks like OEM. The mirror looks good, very close to OEM. Mounting holes may have been off
slightly, but the truck is a tornado survivor and the door may have been 'off'. Good value.
Richard Chisholm. Purchased on Feb 05, Feb 07, Arrived quickly and just as described! Carly
burkardt. Purchased on Jan 30, Jan 04, Mirror matched original and was reasonably easy to
install. No instructions were found in box but it was relatively easy to replace. Instructions are
always helpful and should be supplied with each order. Connie Turner. Purchased on Dec 07,
Show More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

